CLAP CLAPS AS TRAP COLLAPSES

Unique Contest Continues As Indexes Battle To Wire

Which Indexes will be first—1958 or 1959? This has been a question in the minds of Wooster students since the spring. In a recent statement to the VOICE Jim McClelland Index will be the first student index to reach 48 in the fall of 1959. McClelland originally stated that he hoped to have the book completed and distributed to the student body by Thanksgiving. At the time he told the Publications Committee that only 43 in 50 remaining pages were to be done.

According to McClelland now, approximately half of the 250-odd remaining pages will be taken away from the printer by early January. It is approximated that six weeks will be required to produce the finished product after the proofs have been sent to the printer. Jim anticipates that the index will reach the front week in January.

A call to the Dean of Students in February by McClelland verified his tentative plan in the hope that necessary printing can be done on the first week of March.

March New Release Date

However, in order to have the index in the hands of the students for the January 1st issue, more speed will be needed in working on the book only. It is therefore recommended that the schedule which he has set up be altered. This will enable the student body to have the index ready for the beginning of the spring term. (Continued on Page 52)

The Committee on Competence in Oral and Written Expression announces that both in written and speaking work will be given Saturday, February 13, at 8:30 a.m. All students planning to take these tests must register their names on the East Bulletin Board in the Carden Center. Members of the committee are Professors Ogden, Caillade, Tilt, Lagan, and Tindall.

Tragic Year

There has been much optimism that the measure will pass the faculty. However, recent indications are that the vote will be close, with opposition centered in the science and physical education faculty.

This week the Senate let the Bat religious committee take on their favorite candidate.

Senator President Weeks will discuss the results of his visit in chapel Monday evening.

No students are allowed to attend faculty meetings.
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Heads Or Hormones?

A word about women voters. They find it almost impossible to be objective at the polls, whether it be for senators, governors or campus candidates. The liberal, radical, unionistic, Lesbian Women Voters objectively nondemocratic, most females tend to vote for the good looking and those with paramount values, i.e., a vote for heart and not by head. Sex appeal travels well on ballot boxes.

Look at all the handsomely gorgeous women who have been elected. In 1946, Miss Velma John of Oklahoma, Sen.-elect McGee of Wyoming, etc.—all girls from their youth vote for the attractive and often, combining this with a personality tour, won the race in a run-off for as another senator.

We have a local problem on this scuffle. It revolves around campus elections. The voting is often for and against each other. It is most questionable whether collaterals can be decided so that a market contest or trying to snog some poor guy for a blind date. Have you heard of a woman who has not portrayed a blind date as something akin to Britgie Baddet or S. Lenox? Our women would be about as capable of judging a Miss America contest as some Scots man would be of dating her.

Let us permit only notes to cast beauty ballots for our Color Queen Days or perhaps all queens. The Senate should be able to do something positive along this line. Women might nominate, but men, being more objective, should have the last word. After all, we don't get it often.

S.A.

Long Wave The Tartan

Of all the organizations on the Wooster campus, certainly the Men's Glee Club should be proud of this musical group.

This school year, the men's Glee Club performed the smallest and perhaps the most enthusiastic crowd of its busy season. The foot ball season's longest shot is held in the most memorable halftime performances of the band, since they are photographed and published, therefore, particularly appreciated by them.

As I write this, the band tops in the entertainment realm, but it serves as a fine ambassador for the College of Wooster, publicizing our state in black and gold tradition.

With this credit goes Mr. Stuart Ringall of the Department of Music, whose flair for showmanship has been surpassed only by the students themselves. Wooster is proud of the Scots band. Long may the tartan wave.

S.A.

Trust in Students

To the Editor:

I am a member of the Glee Club at Wooster and I would like to protest against the growing trend of selecting candidates for the Glee Club. Here education was to be an important factor, but on the whole, despite his grades, was to be an important factor, but on the whole, independently, a scholar learning from a more advanced student.

Here we shall have to be looking on the motive of his students to learn, how he spends his school years. We believe in your desire to study, your opportunity as a student.

Fresh from high school I came with the present of studying in this atmosphere. In my first year, I had broken records and set new ones, with one in the potential of least leadership for the following year.

As my freshman year sped by, my words numbed all but the words of praise, the realism of being in college. Then summer came, the glow wore off, and I was hard put to follow my small personal college and its ideals in high company. I found myself, largely doubted the advantages of growing universities and many close college standards, as well as a stand for the College of the matter, and to question what, and questions and questions were forgotten in the excitement of those long weeks. The weeks passed, disturbing nothing, removed. Daily I took a long look hard at my ideals of seven or eight years, once as shabby, now restored to its old glory, made me feel as a slip hit me as I sifted through the pages.

I stood shaken by the realization that beneath the fine words the College really didn't believe in me. The ideals, the principles, the words of praise, the realism, the matter of being in college.

Your's truly,
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Up and Down THE ROCK by Gertrude van Mante

Thanks be to Thanksgiving. An oasis in the Sahara! A few weeks ago, you may have heard a song that "rocked the world," and go back where we began in 1938. If you didn't know about the World, if the Administrative Committee didn't know what to do with that famous rock, and you, dear reader, didn't have a clue, read on to find out what you're missing, dear reader.

When you think rock and roll, you think, of course, the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, and a host of other groups. But these are just the tip of the iceberg. There is a whole world of rock music out there waiting to be discovered.

So, how can you listen to rock and roll? Well, you can go to a concert or a concert. You can buy a record or a record. You can watch a video or a video. You can read about it or read about it. You can even write about it or write about it. The possibilities are endless.

But, as you can see, rock and roll is a lot more than just music. It's a lifestyle, a culture, a movement. It's a way of life. And, believe it or not, it's even good for you. Rock and roll can help you live longer, and it can help you live better.

So, if you're tired of the same old thing, try rock and roll. It's new, it's exciting, and it's good for you. And, if you don't think it's for you, you're just not listening. Trust me, you'll love it.

The end.
We Want Sunshine!

The food's too hot, eat bread instead of drinking water, warned Jim McCorkle as more than 25 guests prepared to take their first bite of curry and rice at the Thanksgiving Dinner held last Sunday evening in Lower Kauke.

Jim, who looked like a madman, con-
tained cubed round chunks of meat, some of which were served in curry sauce, which is a type of sauce, surrounded strong onions, tomatoes, and green vegetables. These were the major ingredients. The curry chunks were provided but the more authentic ingredients were not provided by us as Indian as possible. Many enjoyed the meal as much they asked for seconds which were forthcoming.

Turning Slides Indian Life

Five photos of Indian life were shown and commented by nine students of India. The slides were brought by Arvind Aparna.

Better weather for ducks—Charleers Chris Day, Esther Lott, John Disney, Sally Gullomine, and Tom McCune go singing in the Oberlin mansion.

India Comes To Wooster Through Food And Slides

If the food's too hot, eat bread instead of drinking water, warned Jim McCorkle as more than 25 guests prepared to take their first bite of curry and rice at the Thanksgiving Dinner held last Sunday evening in Lower Kauke.

The college made itself look like a madman, contained cubed round chunks of meat, some of which were served in curry sauce, which is a type of sauce, surrounded strong onions, tomatoes, and green vegetables. These were the major ingredients. The curry chunks were provided but the more authentic ingredients were not provided by us as Indian as possible. Many enjoyed the meal as much they asked for seconds which were forthcoming.

Working to make the dinner a success were Alice Graham and her committee. Head chef was Fred McCoon. These students all worked very hard to make this the dinner a success.

Acquaints Students

Ewing was the first time I ever really thought about it. Mr. Sanford Traer told me that you have to be very revealing of life in India and the character of people.

After the slides, about 25 students stayed for about an hour and 15 minutes. Mr. Sanford Traer said that they were impressed with Christianity in India and its effect on the country. He also mentioned that he would prefer to work among the students in India on the different religions.

The program depended on the support of the student members of the College of Wooster, the Indian student, Mr. Sanford Traer immediately said that this support would always be given.
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Mrs. Burn Commemorates Birthday Of
Saint Margaret, Medieval Scot Queen

by Mrs. A. R. Burn

Queen Margaret, commemorated as a saint in the Scottish and English calendars on November 16, is important for her influence in Scotland and their relations with the European community. She was born about 1045 in Hungary, daughter of Edward the Elder, and became Queen of the Scots in 1047. She died in 1093.

At about 11 she was brought to England to the court of Edward the Confessor. After the Norman conquest, her brother, Edgar Atheling, fled to the Hebrides, and she went with her to Scotland where she was received by the Earl Malcolm Canmore, who then fell in love with the young princess, to her dismay, as she wished to become a nun. She yielded, however, to her brother's entreaties, service as Steward of the King's royal household on whom she was wholly dependent.

French Stocks Zoom As Male Linguists Rate New Import Ticker Tape Welcome

One of the new features on the WOOSTER THEATRE

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

"CLIPPED WINGS"

Bowery Boys

"AT WAR WITH THE SCOTCH"

Martin and Lewis

SUN., MON., TUES., "TORPEDO RUN"

"HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL"

WED., THUR., FRI., SAT., "FUNNEL OF LOVE"

Starring

Richard Widmark

Ancient Greek art and architecture can be seen in the new exhibit at the WOOSTER THEATRE.
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It was the same old story—Dingle, McCullar, a stone-wall defense, and a wet weather.

As feisty as a young colt, Senior Tailback Bob Charbonneau once showed the crowd another side of his talent. A play was called back because of a penalty, but in the meantime he had gained a substantial lead. Dingle ran smoothly from the fullback position, and Charlie Gaytten, the Scots' wing man, held to his side of the line. It was a clever trick, and the result was four points, making the Scots' first touchdown a total of 10.

The Scots' defensive strength was again on display in the second quarter. With only minutes left in the period, the Yeomen scored on a deep pass. The Yeomen had dropped the ball, and the Scots' defense was ready to pounce. They intercepted the pass and raced down the field, gaining several more points.

Scots' Tape

The Scots' defense was again on display in the second quarter. With only minutes left in the period, the Yeomen scored on a deep pass. The Yeomen had dropped the ball, and the Scots' defense was ready to pounce. They intercepted the pass and raced down the field, gaining several more points.

DOIN' THE DINGLE HOP... Y.D. performs his patented quick-step as he explodes through the opposition's defense enroute to another long gain. The senior backfield from Akron has smashed the all-time Ohio Conference four-year rushing record of 2711 yards held by Hall Architects of Heidelberg. Oliver broke his career with a total of 4000 yards gained
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Shipmen Frolic In Finale, 28-0

The Yeomen will be facing the challenges of the season, but they have been through it all. With a record of 6-6-0, they are confident that they can continue their winning streak.

SWEATER SHIRTS

Three new styles are available this season—long sleeve, short sleeve, and knit of cotton or wool. Prices range from $5.95 to $14.95.

For Men and Boys

SALE SHIRTS

Three new styles are available this season—long sleeve, short sleeve, and knit of cotton or wool. Prices range from $5.95 to $14.95.

For Men and Boys

SOLDIER'S SHIRTS

Three new styles are available this season—long sleeve, short sleeve, and knit of cotton or wool. Prices range from $5.95 to $14.95.

For Men and Boys

Yes! gibson house 

We have the largest selection of Gibson guitar in the world! Come see our selection and test out the guitars before you buy. We are open 7 days a week, so stop by today!
"Right To Dress" Defeated by Men

Last week's issue No. 17, the "right to dress law," went down to a smashing defeat in a Saturday night vote by campus males. After a four-week trial period, the Senate proposal that all men wear sport jackets to dinner on Friday and Saturday evenings lost by a three to one margin.

Two hundred sixty-one of the 346 men cast negative ballots; with only 85 voting yes. A breakdown: Kenarden, 25; argonne, 16; Berkeley, 11, 23; Upper Holden, 13, 36; Lower Holden, 17, 37; Hope, 19.

Kenarden voters were in favor of the proposal, saying it is much easier to wait outside when coats are worn by the diners.

Men will continue to wear coats and ties on Sunday and dining.

MORE ON

Scots Forum

(Continued from Page One)

expectations, all fuelled me into believing the College, but by its actions the College of Wooster was telling me that it didn't really think I could live up to its expectations.

Beneath Wooster's ideals lie its forms. The College is trying to trust its own students for it may fail; To protect itself the failure it surrounds its students with rules and regulations. It takes from us the right to make our own decisions in order to ensure the success of its concept of liberal education. Although we have been hand picked to attend Wooster, the College is afraid to have faith in us and our ability to maturely decide how we are going to achieve our own dreams.

I challenge the College of Wooster to trust in me. The College is only one of many that it believes in me. I dare it to translate this belief into action.

Martha Maxwell

WACHES - DIAMONDS

Lahm's Jewelry Store

221 E. Liberty St.

MORE ON

1958 Index

(Continued from Page One)

1958 is a strong candidate for being a year that will go down in history as the year when the College of Wooster made its first major educational change in many years. According to the college's bulletin, the changes were made with the aim of increasing the effectiveness of the curriculum and providing students with more opportunities for personal growth. The changes included the introduction of new courses, the expansion of existing programs, and the creation of new majors.

MORE ON

Maintenance

(Continued from Page One)

1958 was used until 1989 by the military department and then was used for regular gymnastic exercises. Now, unlike the Visions, which uses it to do even better things, 75 years have proved too much for the constitution of the maintenance building.

In 1901 after Old Main burned one chilly December morning, a second historic meeting took place in Gymnasium Hall. At this mass gathering of students and faculty, Dean Compton announced the regular gymnastics schedule and Professor Niesle lead the 90th Psalm, now a tradition. One measure of beauty does brighten the sagging structure now. William Rutter, night watchman, has planted and cared for petunias which grow beside the building.

MORE ON

Dingle Tribute

majoring in Sociology, and he qualify well with religious groups and other youth organizations in an unselfish, dedicated effort to advance his race.

Dingle is a true champion, combining the rare qualities of outstanding athletic ability and personal integrity. He sets an example of clean living that every father would gladly have his son follow. There will not soon be another Tom Dingle.

HATTIE CARNegie COLOGNE

in your favorite fragrance

$2 -- $3 -- $5

packaged in beautiful satin gift wrapping.

Now we have Hattie Carnegie Cologne for Men.

Beulah Bechtel Shop

Shakespeare said:

"Who STEALS MY PURSE STEALS TRASH ..."

But Don't Swap My Wooster Voice

Goin' home over vacation?

CAMPUS BELLE

Next Door to Kroeger's — Phone 3-8831

GOING BY GREYHOUND IS BASIC ECONOMICS!

- Lowest fare of all public transportation!
- Frequent departures, quick time to many cities!
- Air-conditioned comfort; picture-window sightseeing; fully equipped restrooms; on all Scenicruiser Service* schedules!
- IT'S SUCH A COMFORT TO TAKE THE BUS... AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!

WOOSTER BUS TERMINAL

511 S. State St.

Phone 3-4748

1. Do you find going "off the beaten track" on a trip (A) interesting and constructive, or (B) merely inconvenient?

2. In a heated discussion would you rather (A) listen or (B) jump in on a side using any argument to win?

3. Before making a complex decision, is your first move (A) to consult advice of a respected friend, or (B) to go it alone?

4. Do you (A) try to figure out ahead what each day will bring, or (B) face problems as they come along?

5. When writing a letter applying for a job, would you try to make it (A) original and off-beat, or (B) factual and concise?

6. If you were getting furnished for a room, would you look for furniture that (A) was sensible and straightforward, or (B) featured comfort and cost?

7. Would you prefer a job (A) in an old established firm offering security, or (B) with a company which could expand rapidly?

8. Would you rather be known as a person who (A) works well with others, or (B) accepts responsibility on his own?

9. When you step up to a cigarette counter, are you (A) mindful of all the conflicting filter organs you've seen, or (B) sure of what you want because you've thought things through?

You will notice that men and women who think for themselves usually choose VICTEROY. Why? Because they've thought it through—they know what they want in a filter cigarette. And VICTEROY gives it to them: a smoking man's filter and a smoking man's pace.

VICTEROY=

"Think before you VICTEROY!

- FAMILIAR PACK OR CRUSH-PROOF BOX.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows —

ONLY VICTEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!